
TLPF HOCKEY -  Greatness Of Evgeny Malkin 
       4-4    NHL Playoff Game Penguins vs. Predators  

TLPF - Teaching and Coaching Video Clip 

Penguins #17 Malkin scores four against four with pass from Kessel. The clip is shared to 
demonstrate the following: 

1. Importance of playing with pressure offensively and defensively. 

2. Importance of not being out worked on the playing surface.    

3. Evgeny Malkin demonstrates pride in his game.                                                                                                                                

TLPF Video Description and Analysis 

• Penguins and Predators are playing even strength four against four. 

• Malkin stretches the ice and makes a good pass to #81 Kessel in middle ice from just in front 
of his own net (almost the deepest player on the ice). 

• Predators get caught three deep in the Offensive Zone (OZ) # 14D, #7D, #9 F. Leaving only 
#38 Arvidsson back in the Neutral Zone (NZ) to support defensively. 

• #38F Arvidsson has the opportunity to angle #81 Kessel off in the NZ to the boards and take 
away middle ice with pressure and play body, stick, puck on a one against one with defensive 
pressure. Instead, he chooses to back off and skate backwards and give #81 Kessel time and 
space to make a good play with the puck. You give an offensively skilled player like Kessel 
time and space and he will hurt you every time.  

• #38F Arvidsson's decision to not play with pressure defensively allowed the Penguins to get in 
on the rush offensively to support the puck.  

• #71 Malkin, the passer of the puck from just outside the front of his own net, skates full speed 
out hustling the Predators #9, #14 enters the OZ to receive the trailer pass from #81 Kessel 
without any Predator player picking him up entering the Defensive Zone (DZ).  

• The lack of defensive back pressure to pick up offensive players entering the zone to allow 
their best scoring Power Forward to be unchecked is just bad defensive hockey by the players 
on the ice surface. 

• The lack of hustle and speed on the back check is unacceptable. To allow Malkin the passer 
of the puck to skate by the players on the ice to receive this trailer pass is unacceptable. 

• Evgeny Malkin showed fans why he is a great offensive threat and great player. He quite 
frankly out worked his opponents and scored because of his work ethic and desire to make a 
play. It is what great players do. Somebody has to make plays in big games. 

Teaching Points: 

1) Always 3rd player high on the forecheck in the OZ, #9 was out of position entering the zone 
from the far left side of the ice vs. providing middle ice defensive support 2) Two D caught deep 
in the OZ, at least have third player high to support two D men down low 3) Last forward back in 
the NZ should have taken inside out control and angled #38 Kessel to the boards and played 
with pressure 4) man coverage defensively on the back pressure support - don't stand and 
watch.


